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To bring the Divine Love and
Beauty and Ananda into the
world is, indeed, the whole
crown and essence of our yoga.
Sri Aurobindo

Divine Love
A flower that is said to blossom even
in the desert
Punica granatum. Orange red, double
Spiritual significance of the flower given by The Mother
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RECOGNITION OF THE MOTHER’S
DIVINITY
Sri Aurobindo
There are people who start at once, others take time.
X recognised the Mother as divine at first sight and has been
happy ever afterwards; others who rank among Mother’s devotees
took years to discover or admit it, but they arrived all the same.
There are people who had nothing but difficulties and revolts for
the first five, six, seven or more years of the Sadhana, yet the
psychic ended by awaking. The time taken is a secondary matter:
the one thing needful is ¯ soon or late, easily or with difficulty, to
get there.
Q: Many times I find that old Sanskaras come up and disturb my
faith in the Mother and her divinity. How is it possible to prevent it ?

A: It is only if you see the divinity of the Mother that there can be
a settled conviction ¯ that is a question of the inner consciousness
and vision.
Q: How to convince the mind that Mother is divine and that her
workings are not human ?
A: It is by opening up the psychic and letting it rule the mind and
vital that this can be done ¯ because the psychic knows and can
see what the mind cannot.
Q: It seems that part of my external being which was not accepting
the Mother is now recognising her divinity. But why do I forget it
when I physically come before her ?
A: It is the physical mind in its most external action that sees
physical things as only physical.
15-8-1937
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This struggle in you [between bhakti for Sri Krishna and the
sense of the divinity of the Mother] is quite unnecessary; for the
two things are one and go perfectly together. It is he who has
brought you to the Mother and it is by adoration of her that you
will realise him. He is here in the Ashram and it is his work that is
being done here.
1933
Q: Even a good devotee and a brilliant student like X finds it
difficult to accept the Mother. I cannot understand why he cannot
see the simple truth about her.
A: If he finds it difficult to accept Mother, how is he a good devotee?
A devotee to whom? A brilliant student is another matter; one
can be a brilliant student and yet quite incompetent in spiritual
matters. If one is a devotee of Vishnu or some other Godhead,
then it is different ¯ one may see only one’s object of worship and
so not be able to accept anything else.
14-11-1934
Q: Some people seem to be quite misled in understanding the
Mother’s status with regard to the higher planes. When they are
in these planes or receive something from them, they begin to
think that they have reached a great height, and that the higher
planes have nothing to do with the Mother. Especially about the
Supermind they have such queer notions ¯ that it is something
greater than the Mother.
A: If they have a greater experience or consciousness than the
Mother, they should not stay here but go and save the world with
it.
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Q: Is the attitude that I am the Brahman not necessary in the
Integral Yoga ?
A: It is not enough to transform the whole nature. Otherwise there
would be no need of the Mother’s being here. It could be done by
simply thinking of oneself as the Brahman. There would be no need
of the Mother’s presence or the Mother’s force.
27-12-1935

A veil behind the heart, a lid over the mind
divide us from the Divine.
Love and devotion rend the veil, in the
quietude of the mind the lid thins and vanishes.
Sri Aurobindo
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February 22, 1914
The Mother
When I was a child of about thirteen, for nearly a year every
night as soon as I had gone to bed it seemed to me that I went out
of my body and rose straight up above the house, then above the
city, very high above. Then I used to see myself clad in a magnificent
golden robe, much longer than myself; and as I rose higher, the
robe would stretch, spreading out in a circle around me to form a
kind of immense roof over the city. Then I would see men, women,
children, old men, the sick, the unfortunate coming out from every
side; they would gather under the outspread robe, begging for
help, telling of their miseries, their suffering, their hardships. In
reply, the robe, supple and alive, would extend towards each one
of them individually, and as soon as they had touched it, they were
comforted or healed, and went back into their bodies happier and
stronger than they had come out of them.
Nothing seemed more beautiful to me, nothing could make
me happier; and all the activities of the day seemed dull and
colourless and without any real life, beside this activity of the night
which was the true life for me. Often while I was rising up in this
way, I used to see at my left an old man, silent and still, who looked
at me with kindly affection and encouraged me by his presence.
This old man, dressed in a long dark purple robe, was the
personification—as I came to know later—of him who is called
the Man of Sorrows.
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Now that deep experience, that almost inexpressible reality, is
translated in my mind by other ideas which I may describe in this
way:
Many a time in the day and night it seems to me that I am, or
rather my consciousness is, concentrated entirely in my heart
which is no longer an organ, not even a feeling, but the divine
Love, impersonal, eternal; and being this Love I feel myself living
at the centre of each thing upon the entire earth, and at the same
time I seem to stretch out immense, infinite arms and envelop
with a boundless tenderness all beings, clasped, gathered, nestled
on my breast that is vaster than the universe. . . .
Words are poor and clumsy, O divine Master, and mental
transcriptions are always childish. . . . But my aspiration to Thee is
constant, and truly speaking, it is very often Thou and Thou alone
who livest in this body, this imperfect means of manifesting Thee.
May all beings be happy in the peace of Thy illumination!

Q: Can one be wide-awake to the Mother’s
presence in sleep even ?
A: That does happen, but usually only when
the psychic is in full activity.
Sri Aurobindo
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Dada Remembers
Pranab Kumar Bhattacharya
Let me tell you two more stories to show how much Mother
enjoyed joking.
Pondicherry was still under the French Government.
A military bandmaster of the Government retired from his
governmental job and joined the Ashram. He spoke only French
and Tamil.
We were at that time considering setting up a band section of our
own and we thought ourselves lucky to have him work for us.
One day he expressed his wish to meet Mother as he wanted to
say something to her. I took him to Mother.
Our bandmaster said something to Mother in French, but his French
was such that Mother could not understand a word of it. Then I
told Mother in English what he wanted to tell her.
Mother then gave her reply in French, speaking very slowly.
The bandmaster kept looking at Mother, as he too had not
understood her French and seemed confused.
What could I do? I repeated Mother’s words in my broken French.
The bandmaster began to nod happily as understanding dawned.
Then laughing, Mother said to me: “He understands your French
better than mine!”
***
The Maharaja of Nepal was coming for Mother’s Darshan.
Mother was waiting in the northern part of her room ahead of
time which was quite usual with her. The Maharaja of Nepal was
to enter by the southern door. I was ready with my camera at the
6
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western door. As soon as the Maharaja entered, I would take his
photo with Mother.
When the Maharaja entered, my camera made a clicking sound.
The Maharaja turned to look at me for a moment. Then he went
forward to meet Mother.
He did his pranam to Mother and spoke a few words. After the
Darshan was over the Maharaja went out.
With a soft laugh Mother said: “You see Pranab, before my Darshan
the Maharaja had yours!”
***
One day, I was recounting to Mother the story of the famous strong
man of Bengal, Shyamakanto. He had in him equal measures of
courage, energy, strength and power. He used to fight tigers with
bare hands. He had issued a challenge to the Rajas and Maharajas
of the country to bring tigers from the jungles before him. Then
the fight between the tiger and him would begin. He used to enter
the cage, wrestle with the beast and come out only after he had
won.
Shyamakanto had built up a circus troupe in order to inspire the
youth of the country to take up physical culture.
One day this remarkable man was sitting in front of his tent when
a thin and weak-looking sadhu came and stood before him.
The sadhu said: “You’re terribly strong, aren’t you? You can fight
wild tigers. Let me see if you can take me on in arm-wrestling.”
Shyamakanto said nothing and merely stretched out his right palm
towards him. Gently smiling the sadhu held Shyamakanto’s strong
hand and began twisting it.
Shyamakanto was astounded to see such strength in that fraillooking sadhu. He lost but challenged him again but once more
the sadhu beat him easily.
7
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The sadhu then said: “You’re familiar with the strength you can
acquire through physical exercise but see how much more can be
acquired through spiritual tapasya!”
Shyamakanto was dumbfounded. He gave up all physical culture
and became the sadhu’s disciple, a sannyasi.
When Mother heard this story she exclaimed: “What a shame! If
instead, Shyamakanto had combined both physical culture and
spiritual tapasya how much better it would have been!”
So I asked Mother: “Mother, who can be truly called a strong man?”
Mother replied: “He who is not touched by anything is not
necessarily a strong man, but he is really strong who can bear the
most intense ananda and can endure the most intense pain: A
strong man is he who can bear a maximum of pleasure and a
maximum of pain.”
***

THE PRESENCE DURING SLEEP
It [the feeling of the Mother’s presence
during sleep] follows naturally the
presence in the waking state, but it takes
a little time.
Sri Aurobindo
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The Mother – The Nature of Her Work
Nolini Kanta Gupta
It seems I am to tell you something about the Mother – a bit of
her life, a bit of her activities.
Well, the first part of her life, as you all know, the Mother passed
in France, she was born in France, in Paris. So, naturally it was very
often pointed out to her that she was French, she was European.
To this, however, she was always protesting, saying, “I am not
European, I am not French.” It would indeed sound somewhat
strange to say that her family came in fact from Egypt. Her parents,
her father and mother went to France just a year before she was
born, a year only. And in Egypt, her family, it seems, belonged to a
very ancient Egyptian family – perhaps even to a royal family of
Egypt, the Pharaos. So she is not European or French by blood
although she was brought up as such.
Strictly speaking, she would belong to the Middle East, that is
to say, the portion joining east of Europe and west of Asia. It means
the union of Europe and Asia, the two harmonised, and that
reflects the character of Mother’s life and its destiny.
As I said, she spent the first part of her life .in France. But why
France? There is a meaning in the choice. We know now the
meaning, the fundamental meaning of her life, her mission and
her work. She came to bring a new light. She wanted a new world,
not the old world with its old nature and old culture, but a new
world, a new human race. She brought with her the new light that
is to re-create, re-shape man and the world. What was the relation
between the new man and France? For the new light to come and
manifest, you have first to receive it in your mind, that is to say
9
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you must see and recognise that it is a new light and ask for it. And
mind is the first or the topmost receptacle in man.
You may remember here the opening line of Dhammapada
containing the epitome of Buddha’s teaching: “Manopubbangama
dhamma” – mind is the foremost of all human functions. Mind
surpasses all, embraces all. Now, the light as it comes down and
enters you, the first thing it touches is your head, that is, your mind:
you see it, you are conscious of it. France represents today just
this mind of humanity at its best, the flowering of its culture and
civilisation.
She was born there so that the highest mind of the human
race may receive that light through her. She passed her life there
in the company of the elite, the most cultured people of the time,
scientists, artists, poets, all of the highest and most refined status.
She was there so that through her contact and association she
could bring into them the new light. With this end in view she
started a society, rather a group, and the name given to it was “Le
cosmique”. Cosmic means the whole world; in other words, what
she was doing, what she was giving, was for the whole world, for
all men, for East and West, for everybody. Also it means a cosmic
or world-embracing consciousness. She was creating a new type
of the mental world, through the highest mental development, to
reach a still wider mind – beyond the individual egoistic mind. As I
have said, the mind, the head, being the highest part in man, it is
easy for man to receive the new light through his head first of all.
You may remember here, in this connection, Sri Aurobindo’s
poem “The Golden Light”: how it comes from above and first enters
into the head, the brain. It illumines your thoughts, develops your
understanding, widens it, deepens it and sharpens it. But
understanding is not sufficient, you must love it, then only you
10
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begin to possess it. So the golden light enters your heart. Then it
proceeds farther down towards a more concrete and active
expression, it enters into the vital region as we call it. Lastly the
golden light enters your feet, that is, possesses your physical limbs,
it becomes concrete materially and present, as though solidified,
in your very body: it builds the body beautiful.
The Mother thus brings the golden light into the head of
humanity, the top rung of his consciousness, and that work of
initiation, diksha, into the Life Divine she started in France. From
France she went to Japan for the next stage of her work.. In Japan
she came to the Far East. She spent five years, five long years in
that country. Japan is the land of the Zen system of meditation,
that is to say, a special way of entering into an inner consciousness,
not a rational mental consciousness but a gaze inward into an
occult and more sensitive region. The Japanese as a nation
represent indeed a very sensitive vitality, an artistic vitality that
seeks order and beauty in life, in the mode of living. For the golden
light to manifest and have its play in the physical world and possess
its body as it were, a vitality of this kind is necessary to acquire it
and hold it. The Japanese wrestlers are well known for their vital
strength, self-controlled strength; usually they possess, almost all
of them, you must have noticed, in pictures at least, a big tummy,
and it is, they believe, the store-house of vital strength. This does
not mean that r advise you to develop a big paunch, on the
contrary. However, even in physical activities, more than the mere
physical strength, the vital strength is necessary. Yes, the Japanese
have a vital, strong, controlled, ordered, sensitive. You may
remember one or two Prayers of the Mother in her Prières et
Méditations. She speaks of the cherry-blossom which is the emblem
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of the Japanese artistic sense, the feeling for beauty, a purified
sense-perception:not a rough and crude and violent (lower) vital,
but a fine, a pleasant intimate feeling and orderly happiness, that
is what the cherry-blossom means. Mother described also a vision
of hers, a beautiful picture it was, a Japanese mother and her child:
it was an image of the new child that was born in humanity. A new
world is thus ushered in in the land of the cherry-blossom, the
hew vital world, for all the world.
The Mother is creative consciousness; wherever she happens
to be, wherever she is called upon to be, her very presence moves
for creation, creating a new world and a new dimension of being
and consciousness, according to the need of time and place. And
it is a whole world she creates and her creation endures, for it is an
added achievement in the evolution of the. human being.
To this end, a neat strong orderly vital world of which we were
speaking, itself requires a competent body to support it and
manifest it. The golden light must come into the feet.
And that was the work she was doing here and it is for that
that she created the Ashram. You all know the special emphasis
she laid on physical education in order to prepare the body and
senses to receive the golden light. She always said, physical
education gives you the basis for the new consciousness, the new
light, we must have a strong body, a beautiful body, a body that
endures: for the new light is powerful, it is not merely light, it is
force, one must be able to bear it and carry out its commands.
Indeed, she came here in order to give a shape, a concrete
and physical form, an earthly body to this Divine Light. Now the
body beautiful is not by itself an end and fulfilment; in order to
secure it you must secure a beautiful vital. Not only so, for a
12
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fulfilment in the body and in the vital one must possess a mind
beautiful. The physical education that the Mother has arranged
for us here is to prepare us for the body beautiful. And the school
that she has organised is for the cultivation of the mind. The
cultivation of the mind, however, means not only storing it with
information on various kinds of subjects, the study of books: it
means a purification and clearance of the mind, the mental stuff
itself, an elevation of consciousness to seek and recognise the new
light. I have said that you are to receive the new light through the
head at first, but through the heart also, and dynamically through
your vital energy. You must not only see and recognise it, but love
it and be devoted to it. And here comes the Mother’s central work,
her special gift, her grace to us. When you love a thing, you love,
as it is said, through the heart, but there is love and love and there
is a heart within the heart. True love, the love that is Divine, is
within this inner heart which is your soul, the real being or person
in you, and the soul coming out, coming to the front as we say, is
the Mother’s special Grace here, her gift to all of you, to each one
of you here. She has given you your soul. I have often said that it is
a special privilege here for each one of us, for each one of you, to
carry this being, this inner being, this intimate person, the Divine
Child who is you. It is this that is building your divine personality,
it is this that will give you in the end a mind beautiful, a vital
beautiful, a body beautiful – all that you need, all that is perfect
and flawless in your life here in this world. You may remember,
many of you, the famous line of Savitri that you must have heard
from Mother’s own lips:
“Built is the golden tower, the flame-child born.”
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She has built this tower of new life and the child is there: the
Golden Child. This golden child is in every one of you.
You must find it, recognise it, that is the goal of your life, the mission
and fulfilment of all what you want to do and be on earth. Some
of you surely must have felt in you the presence of this child. Some
may have seen it even as the Divine Child in you. These things visitations as they are called - usually come in dreams. At least I
know of some who have seen them, who came and told me of
their miraculous experience. It is a possibility for everyone and if
you happen to see it you must recognise it, hold it, grasp it with all
love and affection. The Mother is still living and active among us
and her Presence is still there, even concretely, for each one of
you has the Divine Child in you.
I end with a prayer, a prayer that I made to the Mother
sometime ago, it is on behalf of the small children of our
playground:
“Sweet Mother, your playground-children are angels. They have
not become divine or godly, but they are angels, earthly angels.
Keep them constantly under your eye, cradle them in your loving
consciousness.”
That was the prayer I made on your behalf to the Mother, and
I am sure Mother has responded “Yes”.
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THE MOTHER’S WAYS
M. P. Pandit
It used to happen so often-and it still happens-that many would
see the Mother’s figure coming to them in hours of crisis and seeing
them through. The Mother might or might not be aware of it in
her external consciousness. When Sri Aurobindo was asked about
this phenomenon he explained that whenever a link was formed
between the Mother and an individual, an emanation of the
Mother would go to that person and be with him always. It is that
emanation that takes the Mother’s form and does whatever is
needed. The Mother explains elsewhere that this emanation
automatically communicates the situation to the central
Consciousness and that report is registered there for her to
summon whenever necessary.
A disciple once wrote to the Mother mentioning the difficulties
with which he was surrounded and expressed his helplessness in
finding a way out. When she read the letter she observed that the
being of the disciple had already come and told her of those
developments. And of course she took steps to relieve the stress.
However preoccupied she might be, an intense call or a sincere
vibration would never fail to reach her and draw her attention.
There was always a part of her that was kept open to these calls
and needs of those who looked up to her-not only in the Ashram
but outside as well.
Within the Ashram she created a special conscious atmosphere
which responded helpfully to everyone according to his need. That
15
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atmosphere continues to this day-ten years after her passing-and
is experienced in its action by everyone in the smallest detail. Apart
from this general disposition of her consciousness, she would
specially concentrate and put a formation around an individual
for his protection and help, in special circumstances. Once it so
happened that early in the morning she saw-in her vision-a crow
hovering around a sadhak in the Ashram; she placed a formation
of her consciousness around him but did not speak to him of it.
Later in the day it transpired that someone went to assault him
but somehow the sadhak was not found in his usual place and
thus he escaped the danger.
These protective formations were put out for limited purposes
and limited periods. They would unfailingly report to her-in various
ways-the state of the person so guarded and keep up a living
communication, irrespective of whether he was conscious of it or
not.
On the point of whether one’s receiving the help or being
aware of the action of her Force depends upon the state of the
person, the Mother says that indeed much depends upon it but
not exclusively. Things can impose themselves upon the
consciousness of the person in keeping with the progress in the
stabilisation and organisation of the supramental influence in the
collectivity. The more the progress on the higher levels, the greater
the impact on the movement below.
One is never alone. In the Mother’s workings there is always a
network of conscious forces making up individual deficiencies.
What is required at all times is SINCERITY.
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REVELATION
Nirodbaran
For days in succession, the Mother was unusually sweet with
me during the morning Pranam. She would hold my hands, look
intently into my eyes smiling all the while so bewitchingly that it
would be difficult for me to turn away my gaze. As the other people
around were watching with keen interest this mysteriously ecstatic
communion, I used to feel embarrassed, but the Mother paid no
attention and was absorbed in what she was doing. I felt as if she
were looking into my very soul and suffusing my whole being with
light. But what was the reason for it all, I could not tell. My friends,
very much intrigued, would ask me afterwards for a clue. I had to
disappoint them.
During this period or a few days earlier, in my daily morning
meditation, I suddenly began to concentrate on the Mother in
the heart. One day I saw that I was going somewhere in a carriage.
It stopped at a place; I got down and began to walk through a
wooded path. Then somebody appeared before me; I could see
only the feet and they seemed like those of a woman. A voice
said, “Follow me!” As I did so, I asked, “What about my carriage?”
“Doesn’t matter; you follow me,” said the commanding voice. The
wood was not dense, but trees, bushes, “hollow lands and hilly
lands” punctuated the long track. Before it led anywhere the
meditation ended.
Two days later the Mother said, “This morning you came to
me, the feeling was strong. You are coming now very often. You
are sometimes conscious of it, aren’t you?”
17
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“Yes, Mother.”
“Listen! I will tell you something. Today Sri Aurobindo was also
present. There was a branch of celery stuck on your window. ‘It
will do you good,’ Sri Aurobindo seemed to be saying to you. I
didn’t hear the actual words, they were written on the window, as
it were. I was wondering’ what could be the meaning of celery or
was there some mistake in the reception?”
She repeated the story.
The next day again she received me with a broad beaming
smile and then said, “I will tell you a nice story when we are all
alone.” As I could not hear distinctly, I asked, “When we are- ?”
“When we are all alone,” she repeated, “One day; there is plenty
of time. The story is continuing.”
Exactly two months later, on my birthday, she said, “Tomorrow
I will tell you that story. There is a short interview with X; after that
I shall see you.”
When she was giving me a bunch of Prayer flowers, she said,
“Four granted prayers.” I could not understand the meaning at
once; so I asked, “Granted - ?” “Yes, granted prayers,” she repeated.
“When you come to me in the afternoon, come with these prayers
formulated. But be careful about what you ask. They are granted.
Don’t ask for material things, for I can’t give them. Ask what I can
give.”
“Mother, my material needs are very few. I don’t need to ask
for them,” I replied.
In the afternoon, I went to her with the prayers written on a
piece of paper. She read them and said, “They are all granted. I
will speak about them tomorrow; they will be part of our talk.”
The following day when I met her, after a talk on personal matters,
18
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the Mother said in a very affable tone, “Do you want to hear my
story? Well, it was somewhere at the beginning of the year, March
or April, I don’t remember, because I haven’t noted it down. One
night as I had gone into the subconscient - I was working there, I
actually went down - I came to a place filled with doubt, depression,
etc. It was the abode of Doubt. There in a big public hall I was
doing my work. Many people were constantly moving to and fro. I
saw people trying hard to throw away their doubts but they were
returning again and again.
“After some time, I saw that there was another hall inside and
I was told that Sri Aurobindo was there. So I went in that direction
and knocked at the door. I could not see anything inside. When
someone came, I told him that I wanted to see Sri Aurobindo. He
answered rather rudely, ‘You can’t see him; he won’t see you.’ A
bit surprised, I came away quietly. After a while I went back and
knocked again. This time I could have a glimpse of the interior
through a slit in the door. I noticed particularly three people, you,
D and S. Somebody came, the same person as before or another, I
don’t know, and opened the door. When I repeated my desire to
see Sri Aurobindo he replied, ‘You can never see him and he will
never see you. You are insincere; what you are doing is all for power,
fame and ambition.’ As he said this, I saw a tall figure, taller than
Sri Aurobindo; he was thin and appeared to be like Sri Aurobindo,
but was really a hostile force. He came and stood in front as if to
give support to his statement. He was cruel, hard, full of rigid
principles; no love, no compassion at all. It was, I believe, a sort of
distant distorted figure of a part of Sri Aurobindo’s mind, or what
they believed to be Sri Aurobindo’s mind. Looking at that figure I
said, ‘It is a negation of all spiritual experience.’ Till then you were
19
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not taking any part in all this; you were sitting somewhere inside.
But as soon as I uttered that sentence, you came forward like this
(stretching out her arms) and exclaimed, ‘Mother, you have helped
me a lot; you have given Light, Force...’ And immediately everything
vanished. Sri Aurobindo came out and descended into my body,
full of love.
“I uttered my sentence, ‘It is a negation of all spiritual
experience,’ with great power, but you see, it required some exterior
support and when you came out with that support, that hostile
force could not withstand any longer.
“You remember Sri Aurobindo was writing to X about X’s doubt,
not to play with it but to throw it away, that it was fatal to harbour
it. So perhaps X had made a formation with something from his
own mind and mixed it with something of what he thought to be
Sri Aurobindo’s mind; it is all very complex. He was citing broken
phrases and sentences from Sri Aurobindo; you know those sharp,
compact expressions, but quite out of the context, they were
absolutely false and meaningless.
“I wanted to follow up this experience and see what
consequences it would produce. I began to work on it and then
saw that a sort of big load was lifted off your head and you appeared
luminous. There was a prodigious change in you. Formerly I used
to see, while you were working at your table or at other times?,
this dark load above your head. Now all that has gone for ever.
That is why I said that your prayers were granted. Voilà.”
I was utterly speechless. Surprise, wonder, joy, love, gratitude
made me dumbfounded. Emotions needed some time to become
tranquil. Then I said, “Mother, is all this private?”
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“Well, better not say it just now, because my work is not yet
finished. You may note it down if you like. I will follow it up and,
when it will be finished, I will let you know. I had not told you so
long and would not have done yet, but since it is your birthday I
have told you. Some days ago, S wrote that his doubts had been
solved by Sri Aurobindo. So you see the work is going on. Sri
Aurobindo is all the time busy with you.”

THE PRESENCE DURING THE DAY
If you feel the Mother’s presence for the
greater part of the day, it means that it is your
psychic being that is active and feels like that;
for without the activity of the psychic it would
not be possible. Therefore your psychic being
is there and not at all far off.
Sri Aurobindo
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THE BIRTH CENTENARY OF THE
MOTHER
Amal Kiran
The Mother’s Birth Centenary, which fell on February 21, 1978,
was celebrated in the Sri Aurobindo Ashram at Pondicherry by
nearly 9000 people from all over the world. But what marked the
occasion unforgettably was not only the enthusiastic concourse
of her disciples and admirers and the happy hushful visit to the
room in which had been spent the last years of the most
extraordinary being who had assumed a woman’s form in
terrestrial history. The distinguishing feature was also the powerful
sense of that form still permeating the atmosphere and the rare
inner experience that overwhelmed those who were attuned to
this perception.
The Divine Light which the Mother had manifested during her
life-time persisted even after she had her body. Under its guidance
her spiritual children could continue on the great path it had shown
to them. But her departure from physical existence had made a
difference to their feeling of the Divine Delight with which she had
charged their spacious days and profound nights. Along the road
of the future illumined by her, the soul went searching for those
eyes which had seemed to hold eternity in their depths and for
that smile which had appeared to turn the whole long travail of
time into an endless labour of love.
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There was expectation of some revealing sign from her. In dreams
and visions she manifested herself to several of her followers. But
what was an ever-living Presence to the inner self was yet a
mysteriously haunting Absence to the physical consciousness. It is
this outer loss that has been counteracted in an indescribable way
by the Birth Centenary. One feels irresistibly urged from with to
say, “The Mother has taken birth again.”
It was as if a veil had been removed and the reality of the
subtle world from where, along with Sri Aurobindo, she watches
and guides us had projected its bliss and beauty most concretely
into our body’s self-awareness.
One may even affirm that it was as if she had put one foot
forward from that world into our earth-air and we could touch it
not only with our inner consciousness but also with the very brainmind that deals with the physical world. A vast opening took place
in hundreds of us, blending the body-sense itself with her radiant
being. With every beat the heart went feeling, “She has come back.”
We could not see her. But a new life began under her subtle
closeness. The entire being was conscious of an ecstatic melting
— the sign of a reshaping of us within the crucible of her dynamic
love.
There can be no loss any more. Her hands seem to touch and
bless us with the same tender compulsion as before towards a
perfect future. All the wonderful hours we had spent with her in
the past relived — not as merely revived memories but as a new
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world of strange sensations filled with the warm creative beatitude
that was the Mother with whom we used to have daily contact.
With implications undreamt-of by him whom Sri Aurobindo called
not only “A perfect voice of sweet and serious rhyme” but also
“Critic with judgment absolute to all time”, we may well express
our fundamental experience of the Mother’s Birth-Centenary with
the phrases forming the grand finale of that poem of the modern
spirit’s ceaseless searching, Goethe’s Faust:
All things that pass
Are symbols alone;
Here into Fullness
Each failure is grown;
Here the Untellable
Crowns all endeavour,
The Eternal Feminine
Leads onward forever.
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PRANAM
Sahana
The daily march of our life every morning began after bowing
down to our Mother and with her blessings. She used to come
downstairs at about 6.30 in the morning in one of the rooms on
the eastern row of the courtyard. It is here that Bula, the sadhak in
charge of the Electric Department is lodged now. A raised seat with
velvet covering was placed for her. Just beside her in a tray were
heaped flowers of various kind. One by one as we approached to
bow to her, she gave each one of us a flower after placing her hand
on our heads. It was through these flowers that she gave her
directions. We too took the flowers with an ardent effort to divine
what she meant. With the flower in hand we used to come out of
the room, except a few who sat in meditation there. Every living
moment in those days was eked out in an attitude of becoming
aware of the reason why life here was bound to something other,
never to be forgotten, and why one was here. That which we felt
seemed to open out a new line giving a fresh turn to everything —
a change of one’s point of view, as if we were learning things anew
in a new light. Life was stirring to a new dream. Something within
seemed to become alive rendering intensely concrete our asking
and receiving.
There was a time when the Mother used to distribute soup
every evening at eight o’clock in the reception room of the Library
House facing the main gate. It was a ceremony rendering the
atmosphere deep and intimate. She used to sit on a chair placed
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on a raised dais and all the lights, except a dim one, were put out.
Just in front of her on a small table the large receptacle containing
the soup was placed. She at first meditated for a while keeping
both her hands stretched full length over the container invoking
Sri Aurobindo’s power into it. The meditation over, the container
was moved to the right side for her to begin the distribution. The
disciples sat, each one of them at his place appointed by the
Mother herself. Each one, an empty cup in hand, approached her
and handing the cup over to her bowed down in pranam at her
feet. As he or she got up the Mother gave him or her the cup. The
cups received, the disciples, one by one, would leave the room.
The distribution of soup took about an hour, and was accomplished
in perfect silence; all were merged in a deep inner feeling in that
dim light, a feeling of a different world, an impressive far-off
existence pressed upon the consciousness of all and slowly spread
all around the room surcharging the atmosphere as if a tangible
influence was at work consolidating all that was external and inner
in a seeming vagueness of one’s personal existence. We hardly
understood where we were but became aware of all kinds of
feelings of many worlds. How enchanting the Mother appeared
then to our eyes! Also, it was at that hour that diverse divine
expressions used to manifest from her. If one looked into her eyes,
one became aware of a look in them, not quite human, a look
that penetrated into the inner depths of our physical body,
observing all, into the farthest corners. Her smile was beyond
comparison. Often she entered into trance with the cup in her
hand, motionless as a statue. But as soon as she returned to her
bodily consciousness the distribution went on as before as if
nothing had happened a short while ago — utterly simple and
natural as ever.
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AN EXPERIENCE
Lalita
Heart-broken and utterly depressed I came to You, my dearest
Mother, feeling lost and forlorn. It was between 1 and 2 am. on
the 20th November.
“Is this a defeat of the Divine?” I asked. “Why did you leave Your
body when all along we were expecting its transformation? Life is
not worth living any longer, for all my hopes and aspirations were
centred in You. You were the heart of my heart, my sole guide and
protector.”
As I sat complaining thus and weeping inwardly near Your body
which lay in state in the Meditation Hall, I felt a strong Force pulling
me deep within myself until I lost all sense of time and space.
My physical mind, which is usually very active, ceased its noise.
My body, which was full of pain and discomfort after a long and
tiring journey, became so quiet that I was hardly aware of its
presence.
Then slowly You appeared, as if from behind a veil. You were clad
in a pale-gold robe. You looked young and beautiful—radiant with
a brilliant white light.
This light was strongest round the head, circling it with an
indescribable halo. It extended intensely down to the waist. Still
lower, it was a little less bright. From Your body it spread out to
the whole world.
Seeing me gaze at You in utter amazement. You smiled Your
sweet and loving smile and said, “There is no defeat of the Divine.
This too is a triumph leading to Glory.”
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When You spoke these words I understood them perfectly; later
when I tried to explain them in the mental way their precise
meaning evaded me. Actually, words as we know them were not
uttered, but I could hear within me what was silently conveyed.
You added, “I have not left you and never will. Forget ego, give up
self; live and work in harmony and unity for the Divine.”
Then, opening both Your palms and interlacing Your fingers, You
finally said, “And the Advent will not be far.”
I was greatly heartened by Your Message. All sorrow and
forlornness passed from me.
The vision withdrew as if You had gone into another room,
and I gradually woke up and became conscious once more of time
and space and all that they hold for us.

THE PRESENCE DURING SLEEP
It [the feeling of the Mother’s presence during sleep]
follows naturally the presence in the waking state,
but it takes a little time.
Sri Aurobindo
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A DREAM VISION OF THE MOTHER
Sehra
Outside Sri Aurobindo’s room I was waiting for the Mother to
come from the room in the eastern wing where she used to stand
and receive people in the course of every morning. Some people
were in that room. The Mother entered it, spoke with them and
then turned and saw me.
Smiling, she put both her arms forward as if to draw me towards
her. I went and held her hands and told her: “Mother, I am
depressed because I’ve to see you only in my dreams—and that
also not every night.”
She then took me near Sri Aurobindo’s room and said a little
angrily: “Why can’t you open your eyes and see me whenever you
want to see? I am always there. Why should people think they can
see me only in their dreams?”
I replied: “Mother, I am an ordinary person. Many a time I feel
your presence just next to me, and I try to see you but I can’t. How
can I with my eyes open—unless you do something for me?”
She laughed and, tapping my left shoulder, said: “Have some
patience.”
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THE MOTHER’S BLESSINGS
RamaKrushna Das
The blessing of the Supreme is infallible and effectual. It is
an incomparable and a precious jewel for an individual. It rains
always incessantly in showers, but the person who is asleep is
deprived of it. A very few persons are sometimes awakened and
receive the benediction of the Divine. The Supreme is all-merciful,
the friend of the destitute. His blessing is always showered upon
the Jiva or the living creature. As the Jiva was incapable of
receiving His blessing, the Divine, being moved by sympathy,
showers His mercy upon him and descends upon this earth in a
human body. He accepts the imperfections of man. He keeps
himself involved in action just like the human beings. He does
play ‘Lila’ with us as father, mother, teacher or Guru. He speaks
to us, works with us, behaves with us like human beings. He
comes down to the level of our ignorance in order to shower His
grace upon us. He lives in the divine consciousness in His inner
being. Donning the garb of imperfection He is involved in action
with us.
Exactly in the same way, the original Supreme divine Shakti,
being moved by mercy for the Jiva, has descended upon this earth
in our midst as the Mother, holding a human body, just like us. She
has accepted our imperfections and flaws in order to give guidance
to us. She is doing the Sadhana, - like a Jiva in bondage -, to redeem
all of us. Being united with the earth consciousness, She prays to
Her transcendent Self so that She can manifest Herself upon this
earth. In order to endow upon us Her ultimate transcendent
principle, She gets Herself veiled by Her ‘Yoga Maya’ and has
established with us the human relationship of a mother, guardian
and teacher, so that through that relationship we can receive Her
blessing, liberate ourselves from the great conflict of birth and
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death and attain the supreme Bliss and the highest Knowledge.
She has come down from the supernal realm to this world of
suffering, strife and death in order to shower Her blessing upon us.
She is pouring out incessantly Her infinite mercy, grace, sympathy
and blessing upon us, remaining physically present near us. But
we can not avail ourselves of these riches, because we have
surrendered our whole being to the robbers like ego, ignorance,
greed, attachment, illusion, lust, anger, jealousy etc. After shutting
off firmly all the paths surrounding us, they are burning us day in
and day out by the formidable flames of sorrow, strife, restlessness,
wants, desires and cravings. We are being deprived of the Mother’s
blessing, though it flows like a stream of nectar, a cool current of
water near us. We are facing the same condition as that of the
animal bound on the bank of the river Ganges, whose life-bird has
passed away due to excessive thirst. The Mother’s grace is always
trying to make an entry into the innermost recesses of our heart.
But in order to foil it, the companions of illusion and avidya, the
robbers who possess our whole being in the form of ignorance,
lust, anger, greed, attachment, selfishness and ego etc, keep vigil
over us with utmost care. As soon as the shadow of the Mother’s
grace falls on us, these plunderers like lust, anger, ego etc; are
obstructing the path of the Mother’s grace by raising before us
obstacles and dangers of Himalayan heights. This conflict continues
to operate between the Grace of the Divine Shakti and the
ignorance and attachment of the undivine power. The power to
which an individual gives assent or to which he surrenders himself,
becomes more powerful. The authority of the undivine power has
been prevailing of yore. That is why the Divine Shakti or the grace
of the Mother, instead of working forcibly upon the person, is
waiting for his invocation. Sometimes when an individual is
afflicted with sorrow and conflict, the watchfulness of the robbers,
like lust and anger etc. is getting slackened. At that time, as soon as
the veil from the soul of the person is removed, the Mother is
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imparting the touch of Her blessing to the human soul. The soul,
after becoming conscious, is explaining to the person the true
knowledge of what is beneficial and what is harmful to him. During
that period, as soon as the person becomes conscious and seeks
the blessing of the Mother, the Mother is pouring Her blessing upon
him. This is only the Hour of God for the individual. At this time,
the individual is turning to the Divine in order to be freed from the
ignorance, sorrow, strife and the submarine fire of birth and death.
He is taking a strong resolve to surrender himself at the feet of the
Mother and is trying to translate that resolution into action.

THE PRESENCE IN WORK
It is for most people not easy to feel the
Mother’s presence with the work ¯ they
feel as if they are doing the work, the mind
getting busy and not having the right
passivity or quietude.
Sri Aurobindo
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THE PURPOSE OF INTEGRAL
SCHOOLS
Anand Adhikari
The Mother was asked once the significance of 4th May, 1967
that is 4.5.67, “ Does this date 4.5.67 mark the beginning of what
The Mother and Sri Aurobindo have called the New Race –the
Race of Supermen ?” She replied “Since a few months ago the
children born, amongst our people mostly, are of a very special
kind.” The children born in 1967 or just before that year, would be
of age 3+ or 4+ in 1970. These special children would need a special
type of education. Perhaps unknowingly inspired by the mighty
Guidance, there was a strange coincidence; our first Sri Aurobindo
Integral School started on 15th June, 1970.
When a psychic being decides to take a body, it looks down
into the earth atmosphere from his psychic world to search for his
place of birth that will fulfill his purpose.. The Mother explains “If
a psychic being sees from its psychic world a light on the earth, it
may rush down there without knowing exactly where it is. Everything
is possible. But if the psychic being is very conscious, sufficiently
conscious, it will seek the light of aspiration in a precise place, because
of the culture, the education it will find there. This happens much
more frequently than one believes, especially in somewhat educated
circles. An intelligent woman with some artistic or philosophical
culture, a beginning of conscious individuality, may aspire that the
child she is going to have may be the best possible according to her
idea or according to what she has read. Hence it is not so very
complicated to find a place.”
Another day She explains “I said last week in connection with
the psychic, which sees from its psychic domain, which looks at the
earth, seeking a place where it can reincarnate in favourable
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conditions. Then I said that Someone asks me what I mean by a
“corresponding light”. I simply mean a psychic light. For there are
people who have a more or less awakened psychic, and this psychic,
more or less awakened, is visible from the psychic domain to psychic
beings. So, when they see a light somewhere, they find it a favourable
place to manifest..”
Sri Aurobindo Integral Education Centres are specially meant
to nourish these conscious psychic beings to accomplish their
mission on earth by creating a favourable atmosphere. The
atmosphere of love, devotion, adoration and reliance on Her. In
this way they will serve the very purpose of The Mother’s Work.
Let us pray to make us conscious and sincere to serve Her Mission.

Q: Where is your presence which I want so
much? Once you were in my heart but now, in my
blindness, I see you not. But you are there no doubt,
when will the veil disappear ? I look for you, but I
do not find you.
A: Yes, you are right. I am there in your heart
always but something in the external consciousness
is too active, makes too much noise for you to be
conscious of this presence. It is only in silence and
tranquility that you can be-lt come aware of it.
The Mother
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